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IN THIS ISSUE 

** President’s comment Go – NZIF office and newsletter on holiday; NZIF annual report; 

Reports from the AGM & Conference; Donations to Foundation 

 Member’s forum Go –  

 NZIF business Go – Five-yearly review notice 

 NZIF Foundation Go –  

 Submissions Go –  

** Local sections Go – SNI section; Canterbury section; Nelson section; Auckland section 

 Pacific Forestry SIG Go –  

 Student’s section Go – Undergraduate intern grants for R&D 

 People news Go –  

** Advertisements Go – Forestry-related jobs; Employment sought; Forestry scientist jobs 

 Publications/media/notices Go  Australia’s Illegal Logging Prohibition Act 2012 and Regulations; 

NZ FSC Standard Approved; MPI Sustainable Forestry Bulletin; 

Women of Influence Awards; Film designer seeking Aspen forest; 

CFA News (Commonwealth Games photographic competition, 

CFA Queen’s Award for Forestry); MobileTECH Summit 2013 
** Calendar Go – Ongoing events 

 Contacts Go –  

 Disclaimer Go –  

(** means new material in this section and new items are marked with a moss green heading) 

PRESIDENT’S COMMENT 

Andrew McEwen FNZIF 

President, NZ Institute of Forestry 

president@nzif.org.nz 

NZIF office and newsletter on holiday 

The NZIF Office is closed until the end of next week and there will be no newsletter next Friday (12 July). Jay 

is already on holiday recovering from the conference and I will be away next week as well. Apologies for any 

inconvenience, but I am sure you will all survive. 

Most of the @nzif.org.nz email addresses are still not working. Jay will be working to resolve that once she 

returns from leave. 

NZIF annual report 

Hopefully all NZIF members received a copy of the annual report and financial statements that were emailed 

last Saturday around mid-day. It was discussed at the AGM and the financial statements were approved. It 

would be good to see some reaction to the report in the newsletter in due course. 

Great conference 

Those of us who made it to New Plymouth enjoyed a most informative and interesting conference. (Thanks to 

mailto:president@nzif.org.nz
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James Treadwell and Julian Bateson for the conference pictures below). 

Workshops 

Sunday had two very useful and well attended workshops, the first on the possible implications of the Financial 

Advisers legislation on NZIF members – and there were certainly some furrowed brows by the end of the 

workshop. The second was on recent developments with the RMA. 

AGM 

The AGM was well attended, with around 50 members present. Members stood in silence in memory of Ian 

Nicholas and Keith Chandler. The minutes of the last AGM were approved, the President read his report, and 

the Annual Report was received without further comment. A number of questions were asked on the financial 

statements (Foundation funding, local section funding, conference surpluses, etc) before they were approved. 

The budget was received after some discussion, including on the inclusion of funding for executive assistance 

for the Council, and the meeting endorsed the Council decision not to appoint an auditor for the 2012/13 

financial statements.  

Debate then centred on the motion to include health and safety in the Code of Ethics. While this was supported 

by the meeting, there were aspects of the wording that needed to be reviewed. The meeting asked Council to 

consider the points raised and to reword the proposed inclusion and that it should then be put to an electronic 

vote by members under Rule 92. 

The President then announced the election of four new NZIF Fellows: 

Geoff Cameron Registered Member, Wellington 

Murray Parrish Ordinary Member, Auckland 

Rob Webster Registered member, Auckland 

Andy Wiltshire Ordinary Member, Boston. 

One of the nominators for each candidate spoke about the new Fellow and the Fellow responded. 

The new process of voting before the AGM worked well and avoided the potential embarrassment of the AGM 

rejecting a candidate who was at the meeting. Voting turnout was 2-3 times the number of members normally at 

an AGM, so it saw increased participation. 

Under general business, Bob Pocknall gave early details of the 2014 conference to be held at the Napier War 

Memorial Conference Centre, Marine Parade, Napier from Sunday 6 to Wednesday 9 July. The theme is 

Embracing Technology for Added Value. 

 

President Andrew McEwen (left) with new Fellows Rob Miller, Geoff 

Cameron and Murray Parrish 

Conference 

The conference was held on Monday and Tuesday, with around 140 attendees including around 25 students. 

There was a really interesting set of presentations from a wide range of speakers. A number of papers covered 

aspects of land use in Taranaki, others covered the geology and botany of Taranaki, Port Taranaki. Some more 
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generalised papers covered collaborative governance, beekeeping, and prioritising ecosystem and species 

management. Al Morrison challenged aspects of plantation forestry, and Kit Richards in a rapid fire presentation 

covered a wealth of science results on the role of forests. Associate Minister for Primary Industries with 

delegated authority for forestry, Hon Jo Goodhew, spoke on government views and programmes for forestry. 

 

Minister Goodhew addresses the conference. 

Panel discussion (top right) 

Attentive delegates 

 

 

Interest groups 

On Monday evening, before the dinner, the Women in Forestry special interest group met to discuss items of 

interest, and there was also a meeting of NZIF Fellows. 

Awards dinner 

The NZIF Foundation announced the following awards during the conference dinner: 

 Mary Sutherland scholarship of $1,000 to Jody Tonga, a national diploma in forest management student 

at Waiariki Institute of Technology; 

 Undergraduate scholarship of $1,000 to Christopher Perry, a fourth-year Bachelor of Forestry Science 

student at Canterbury; 

 Frank Hutchinson scholarship of $1,000 to Chris Meaclem, a Masters of Mechanical Engineering 

student at Canterbury University who is developing a teleoperated robot that would take harvesting 

workers out of steep slopes and allow them to operate machines from a safe, remote distance; 
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 Chavasse travel award of $2,615 to Stefania Pizzirani to attend and make an oral presentation at the 7
th
 

International Conference of the International Society for Industrial Ecology at the University of Ulsan in 

South Korea. 

Owing to a family bereavement, guest speaker Davey Hughes could not be with us. Ron Triggs of Mike’s Beer 

stepped in at short notice and entertained the audience. 

The formal part of the evening concluded with the announcement that Phil Taylor of Christchurch was the 2013 

NZIF Forester of the Year. 

Student’s poster award 

There was an impressive display of 13 student posters at the conference. Delegates cast a vote for ‘the best’ 

poster with Sally Haddon making the following presentations at the conclusion of the conference on Tuesday: 

 

Sally Haddon (left) presents 

Larissa Anderson with third prize 

in the poster competition 

First prize of $750 to Mitchell White of Waiariki for his poster 

Silvicultural Regimes for Pigeon Valley Forests. 

Second prize of $500 to Blake Jones of Canterbury University for his 

poster The Effect of Landing Size on Operational Delays in New 

Zealand Harvest Operations. 

Third prize of $250 to Larissa Anderson of Waiariki for her poster The 

Evaluation of Silvicultural Rates Based on Historic Trends and Cost 

Increases. 

Field trip 

There was a turnout of around 70 delegates for the field trip. First stop was at Wayne Peter’s dairy farm to look 

at his riparian plantings. Then it was on to Jeremy Thomson’s Makara farm to look at the results of around 20 

years of management under Farm Plan No. 001. During that time, the surplus from farming has increased, 

despite the reduction in area under farming, and income is now being supplemented from harvesting some of the 

early plantings. It is good to see documentation to support anecdotal evidence that farming and forestry can be 

combined to increase economic performance. Over lunch, John Gifford outlined bioenergy opportunities. I left 

before the afternoon visits to port Taranaki and the Taranakipine engineered wood products processing plant. 

Images from the field trip 
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General comments 

Earlier this year the Council agreed on the following objectives for NZIF conferences: 

 To present up-to-date and authoritative information from the profession, other specialists in related fields 

and researchers on the conference theme 

 Provide a venue for members of the forestry profession to meet and exchange ideas 

 Provide an opportunity to debate ideas and approaches, particularly where relevant to the conference theme 

 Celebrate successes and recognised achievements 

 Encourage membership of the Institute 

 Offer continuous professional development, both from the conference proper, and on specific topical issues, 

as an adjunct to the conference 

 To make a net profit of at least 10% of revenue from registrations and sponsorship on the conference. 

As yet we don’t know if the profit objective has been achieved, although indications are that there will be a 

surplus from the conference. The conference committee did, however, meet all the other objectives. 

Council also agreed that conference management skills and knowledge would be developed in-house. To this 

end our Administrator, Jay Matthes, took on the role of conference manager for the 2013 conference, and a 

conference registration module within the membership database has been developed. I am sure that all attendees 

at the conference will agree with me that Jay did an excellent job that made the conference run very smoothly. It 

has also reduced duplication of conference accounting and other record keeping which we will benefit from in 

future years. 

A special thanks to the conference organising committee (John Schrider (chair), Rob Webster, Jeremy Thomson, 

Paul Silcock, James Treadwell and Jay Matthes), and to our sponsors and speakers. They all contributed to a 

very successful conference. 

Conference publicity 

There has been some publicity around the conference: 

The Ministers speech can be found here; 

Forestry Institute Calls for National Policy (Radio NZ Rural News) is here with the audio here (look for 

Morning Report Rural News for 2 July 2013); 

Trees Make Farms Profitable, Taranaki Daily News is here. 

Donations to Foundation 

Delegates at the conference pledged donations to the NZIF Foundation of over $6,000 and the Trustees are very 

grateful. I encourage all members to support the Foundation, not just to ensure it can continue to make the 

student scholarships and travel award announced at the conference dinner, but to expand the funding it has to 

support education and research into NZ forestry. 

Back to Contents 

MEMBER’S FORUM 

 (Please keep Guest Comment and Member’s Forum contributions to around 300 words. Send contributions as an email 

attachment (Word document) to newsletter@nzif.org.nz 

Back to Contents 

http://www.beehive.govt.nz/speech/new-zealand-institute-forestry-conference
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/rural/213476/forestry-institute-calls-for-national-policy
http://www.radionz.co.nz/national/programmes/ruralnews
http://www.stuff.co.nz/taranaki-daily-news/business/8876455/Trees-make-farms-profitable
mailto:newsletter@nzif.org.nz
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NZIF BUSINESS 

Five-yearly review notice 

The following Registered Members have their reviews due: 

 Ian Wallace 

 Owen Springford 

 Don Hammond 

 Mike Marren 

 Rene Weterings 

 Dennis Neilson 

 Graham Dick. 

Any member of the Institute has the right to object to a review application. Any objection should be made by 

lodging a notice with the Registrar within 20 working days of the first appearance of the notice in this 

Newsletter (7 June 2013), specifying the grounds of the objection. Mike Marren 

Back to Contents 

 

Back to Contents 

SUBMISSIONS 

Murray Parrish (murray.parrish@chh.com) is Submissions Coordinator. NZIF Members or local sections considering 

making submissions (even on what appear to be local issues) should advise him of their plans. Council can assist with the 

cost of making submissions (contact Murray for details) 

Back to Contents 

LOCAL SECTIONS 

SNI SECTION 

SOPI 2013 Update – Situation and Outlook for Primary Industries 

When: Tuesday 16 July @ 7:30 pm 

Where: Johnsonville Club 

Jarred Mair, Director Sector Policy at MPI will present the 2013 Situation and Outlook for Primary Industries 

but with an emphasis on forestry, plus question time. This will be followed by a couple of short films about 

forestry in the 1950s that one of the NZFFA members has obtained from Archives NZ. This event will be held 

in conjunction with the Wellington branch of the NZFFA. For further details contact jon.dey@forme.co.nz. 

mailto:murray.parrish@chh.com
mailto:jon.dey@forme.co.nz
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CANTERBURY SECTION 

Meet Your (Potential) Future Employer evening 

This popular annual event, which aims put forestry students and industry figures together to meet, greet, listen, 

and talk, is back. All members are welcome (and encouraged) to come to this event. We will also be presenting 

Phil Taylor with the Forester of the Year Ward that was announced at this years’s AGM and conference held in 

New Plymouth. This year ‘Meet your Potential Future Employer’ is on Wednesday 17 July, beginning at 6.00 

pm sharp at the School of Forestry, University of Canterbury. Students and would-be students of forestry from 

all institutions are welcome. Cost: no cost but pizza and pop will be provided. For more information go straight 

to an inbox or noticeboard near you, as it is coming soon.We look forard to seeing you all. Yannina Whiteley, 

Canterbury Section Secretary/Treasurer (yannina.whiteley@xtra.co.nz) 

Forest management in Sweden, trying to balance between production and biodiversity 

This is a presentation entitled “Short overview of prevailing forestry routines and the development of small-

scale nature considerations within the general management during the past 20 years”. To be given by Emma 

Holmström from the Southern Swedish Forest Research Centre at the Sveriges Landtsbrukiniversitet.  

To be held Wednesday 10 July at 4:00 pm in Lecture Room F3 at the School of Forestry. No pre-meeting 

function for this meeting, also no RSVP required. Contact: yannina.whiteley@xtra.co.nz  

NELSON SECTION 

Nelson/Marlborough members may be interested in attending the following meeting. 

Invitation to NZ Drylands Forest Initiative Annual Project Meeting starting at 4:00 pm on 11 July 2013 at 

Marlborough Research Centre, 85 Budge Street, Blenheim 

It is five years ago that the NZDFI project was established in Marlborough as a collaborative cross-sector 

research and development project to promote planting of genetically improved and naturally durable eucalypts 

on drylands in NZ. Five years later, NZDFI has completed a five year AGMARDT/SFF funded R&D 

programme that aims to: 

 Improve the sustainability of NZ’s wine industry by growing naturally durable posts 

 Establish NZ as a world leader in growing eco certified naturally durable hardwood forests 

 Extend our R&D to suitable regions that can plant new eucalypt forests to create a NZ hardwood 

industry 

 Diversify NZ forests to supply high quality timber to replace the domestic trade in tropical hardwoods 

and grow timber exports to $2B by 2050. 

This is an opportunity to get an update on the R&D programme that has been undertaken as well as learn what is 

planned under the next three-year SFF-funded programme. Please reply to Maree Way by Friday 5 July 

(maree@mrc.org.nz). 

AUCKLAND SECTION 

NZIAHS Biosecurity Forum 

Auckland section members will be interested in this meeting.  

Date: 11 July (9:00 am – 3:30 pm) 

mailto:yannina.whiteley@xtra.co.nz
mailto:yannina.whiteley@xtra.co.nz
mailto:maree@mrc.org.nz
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Venue: Owen Glenn Building, University of Auckland 

Contact: To register, or to be sent a copy of the flier, please contact Jenny Taylor (09 812 8506, 027 477 9821, 

email secretariat@agscience.org.nz, or see www.agscience.org.nz).  

NZIF members are invited to attend the NZIAHS Biosecurity Forum to be held in the Owen Glenn Building, 

University of Auckland. There have been at least three major biosecurity breaches in NZ in the last decade or so 

– the Painted Apple Moth in Auckland in 1999; the Varroa mite was thought to have become established in NZ 

due to a queen bee being smuggled into the country; and the plant pathogen Pseudomonas syringae pv. 

actinidiae (Psa) affecting kiwifruit. 

Biosecurity is vital to NZ. Preservation of our natural ecosystems, the future growth of our economy and our 

major primary biological exports are all threatened by ongoing incursions at our borders. Yet we also recognise 

the importance of tourism, and without the ability to trade then the agriculture and horticulture industries don’t 

function. We’re asking what have we learned and how can we work together to maintain our trade and tourism 

links, at the same time as protecting our environment and our primary industries? 

Examining this crucial issue to NZ’s livelihood will be the Minister of Primary Industries, leaders from 

livestock and horticultural industries, as well as biosecurity experts at a one-day forum held by the NZ Institute 

of Agricultural and Horticultural Science (NZIAHS).  

Back to Contents 

PACIFIC FORESTRY SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP 

Back to Contents 

STUDENT’S SECTION 

Undergraduate intern grants for R&D 

Callaghan Innovation (CI) is offering grants to encourage innovative companies to employ senior science, 

technology, engineering, design or marketing undergraduate students for an R&D project. This year 200 places 

are available. The opening date for applications is 19 June 2013 and the closing date 17 July 2013. The funding 

provides $16 per hour for up to 400 hours of work. The maximum grant is $7,360 including GST. Funding is 

available to large and small companies. The contractual term will be five months from 1 November 2013 to 31 

March 2014. The internship can be of any duration within this term. The criteria are: 

 The R&D project must be defined for the student; general work experience is not acceptable 

 The project can be process or efficiency-based 

 You must provide evidence the intern will be working on a new or existing problem, beyond business as 

usual activities 

 You do not need to identify a student prior to registering interest 

 The student must have completed their penultimate or final year of study towards an undergraduate degree 

from a NZ institution 
 The student must be a NZ citizen or have a current work permit 
 Businesses must receive Callaghan Innovation acceptance of the selected student before confirming 

engagement with the student. 

We can help you prepare your application for the undergraduate Grant. We can guide you through the online 

registration process, complete all your application documentation and submit your proposal. To learn more 

about student grants, visit our website. For help preparing an application for this grant call us on (09) 817 7460 

or send us an email. 

mailto:secretariat@agscience.org.nz
http://www.nzif.org.nz/ClickThru?pk=16767.325809.877&Redir=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.agscience.org.nz
http://www.appliedsupportservices.co.nz/student-grants
mailto:ass@clear.net.nz
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Back to Contents 

PEOPLE NEWS 

Back to Contents 

ADVERTISEMENTS 

The NZIF has no view on the service or product sought or advertised. Follow up any item directly with the advertiser, not 

with the NZIF. A charge may be imposed, depending on the nature of the advertisement. If you respond to an advertiser, 

tell them that you saw it in the NZIF newsletter. To advertise in the newsletter contact the NZIF Administrator, 

admin@nzif.org.nz, ph (04) 974 8421. 

JOB VACANCY WEBSITES 

Science jobs fusionz.rsnz.org/ 

MPI http://careers.haines.co.nz/MPI/Pages/Vacancies.aspx 

NZ conservation jobs www.conjobs.co.nz/index.php 

Department of Conservation www.doc.govt.nz/about-doc/jobs-at-doc/current-vacancies/ 

Australian Government jobsearch.gov.au/Login/Login.aspx?WHCode=0 

Australia Department of Agriculture 

Fisheries & Forestry 

www.daff.gov.au/about/jobs 

Employment sought 

I am now in NZ (Wellington) and am interested in continuing to work in forest policy in general, but am also 

interested and capable of working in forest biomass/bioenergy innovations and policy, as well as the interface of 

forestry and other natural resources/environmental issues. I have a BSc in forest/riparian ecology, an MSc in 

environmental science and a PhD in political science (planning and resource policy). I have most recently 

worked as a researcher in the area of Swedish and International forest policy at the Swedish University of 

Agricultural Sciences (SLU). This position has involved teaching along with two major projects. One, where I 

have participated as an expert for the Swedish Rural Affairs Ministry in the ongoing negotiations on a legally 

binding agreement on forests in the pan-European region. The second, researching the interface between policy 

and forest management practices as part of a large EU funded project (INTEGRAL) on integrated forest 

management. I remain an adjunct researcher with SLU to complete writing academic and other articles on my 

research. I have an extensive network of forest policy contacts in Sweden, Europe and, to some extent, 

elsewhere in the world. I can be contacted at pbedwards100@yahoo.ca. Peter Edwards 

Forestry scientist jobs  

These jobs have been advertised by the Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR): 

Senior Scientist, Management of Planted Forests, CIFOR, Bogor, Indonesia (Ref 1308): 

http://www.cifor.org/about-us/careers-with-cifor/careers-detail-view/article/207/senior-scientist-management-

of-planted-forests-ref-1308.html 

Scientist/Senior Scientist, Forests and Governance Programme (Ref: 1133) http://www.cifor.org/about-

mailto:admin@nzif.org.nz
http://fusionz.rsnz.org/#_blank
http://careers.haines.co.nz/MPI/Pages/Vacancies.aspx
http://www.conjobs.co.nz/index.php
https://jobsearch.gov.au/Login/Login.aspx?WHCode=0#_blank
http://www.daff.gov.au/about/jobs
mailto:pbedwards100@yahoo.ca
http://www.cifor.org/about-us/careers-with-cifor/careers-detail-view/article/207/senior-scientist-management-of-planted-forests-ref-1308.html
http://www.cifor.org/about-us/careers-with-cifor/careers-detail-view/article/207/senior-scientist-management-of-planted-forests-ref-1308.html
http://www.cifor.org/about-us/careers-with-cifor/careers-detail-view/article/207/scientistsenior-scientist-forests-and-governance-programme-ilea-ref-1133.html
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us/careers-with-cifor/careers-detail-view/article/207/scientistsenior-scientist-forests-and-governance-

programme-ilea-ref-1133.html 

Senior Scientist, Forest Ecology and Forest Management (Ref: 1205): http://www.cifor.org/about-us/careers-

with-cifor/careers-detail-view/article/207/senior-scientist-forest-ecology-and-forest-management-ref-1205.html 

Back to Contents 

PUBLICATIONS / MEDIA / NOTICES 

AUSTRALIA’S ILLEGAL LOGGING PROHIBITION ACT 2012 AND REGULATIONS 

Information Sessions in NZ 

You are invited to attend an information session on the Australian Government’s Illegal Logging Prohibition 

Act 2012 and Regulations.The events will provide an update on the Act and Regulations, including the future 

due diligence requirements for Australian importers of regulated timber products. 

Monday, 15 July 2013 – Wellington 

1:00pm‐4:00pm 

Australian High Commission, 72 Hobson St, 

Thorndon 6011, Wellington 

Tuesday, 16 July 2013 – Rotorua 

9:00am – 12:00pm 

Scion Campus 

Te Papa Tipu Innovation Park 

49 Sala St, Rotorua 3010 

Wednesday, 17 July 2013 – Dunedin 

1:00pm – 4:00pm 

Location TBC 

Details will be provided by email to those who RSVP. 

Please RSVP with your preference to illegallogging@daff.gov.au  

NZ FSC STANDARD APPROVED 

Bonn, 27.06.2013 

FSC New Zealand National Forest Stewardship Standards approval:  

Dear Network Partners, Certification Bodies, 

The FSC Policy and Standards Unit (PSU) is happy to announce the final approval of the FSC National Forest 

Stewardship Standard for New Zealand; “FSC-STD-NZL-5.7-2013 New Zealand plantations EN”. 

On behalf of the FSC International Board of Directors, the FSC Policy and Standards Committee approved the 

New Zealand Forest Stewardship Standard in October 2012. This approval was given with pre-conditions that 

have been addressed by the New Zealand Standard Development Group (SDG). Following resubmission of the 

Standard to the PSU for another assessment, we are now confident to announce that the standard meets our 

requirements for responsible forest stewardship in New Zealand. 

The standard will be effective as of September 27th 2013. The intervening period is in place for Certification 

http://www.cifor.org/about-us/careers-with-cifor/careers-detail-view/article/207/scientistsenior-scientist-forests-and-governance-programme-ilea-ref-1133.html
http://www.cifor.org/about-us/careers-with-cifor/careers-detail-view/article/207/scientistsenior-scientist-forests-and-governance-programme-ilea-ref-1133.html
http://www.cifor.org/about-us/careers-with-cifor/careers-detail-view/article/207/senior-scientist-forest-ecology-and-forest-management-ref-1205.html
http://www.cifor.org/about-us/careers-with-cifor/careers-detail-view/article/207/senior-scientist-forest-ecology-and-forest-management-ref-1205.html
mailto:illegallogging@daff.gov.au
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Bodies (CBs) to adapt their systems to the new standard. CBs are required to inform all of their clients in New 

Zealand that they shall be assessed against the new standard from September 27th 2013. 

Clients may opt to be audited immediately against the standard, but all assessments shall be against the new 

standard from September 27th 2013. As audits will take place over the course of the year, all existing clients 

shall be audited against the new standard by September 27th 2014 in order to remain certified and any 

certificates against old CBs standards will be considered expired by FSC as of this date. 

Where Major Corrective Action Requests (CARs) are issued as a result of a noncompliance with a new 

requirement, the client may be granted the extended time of 6 months to close this Major CAR (ref. FSC-STD-

20-007 clause 8.10). New requirements are those elements which are entirely new to the standard rather than a 

rewording of the previous requirements.  

Congratulations to the FSC New Zealand Standards Development Group for bringing this process to a 

successful end.  

Kind regards  

Fon. Gordian Fanso  

Policy Manager for FSC National Standards 

MPI SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY BULLETIN 

MPI’s Sustainable Forestry Bulletin Issue 45 is available here.  This edition has information on: Improvements 

to the ETS online transaction system; Extensions to Mandatory Emissions Return submissions; Access and 

availability of the ETS online transaction tool; Updates to South Island property boundaries. 

NOMINATIONS CALLED FOR 'WOMEN OF INFLUENCE AWARDS' 

New awards celebrate the contribution made by women at a local, regional and national level. Fairfax Media and 

Westpac NZ have launched the award programme which aims to recognise women who have demonstrated 

outstanding achievements and used their influence to make a positive impact on NZ society. 

The Women of Influence Awards will be an annual programme that will identify the 50 most inspiring women 

of NZ across a broad range of categories acknowledging the invaluable contribution women make to the 

country. The categories are: 

1. Board/Management 

2. Local/Regional 

3. Innovation/Science 

4. Community Service/Social Enterprise 

5. Business Entrepreneur 

6. Emerging Leader 

Nominations are open until 30 August 2013. View website for more information. 

FILM DESIGNER SEEKING ASPEN FOREST 

I’m the designer of a feature film, and we are looking for an Aspen forest to use as a location for a scene. It 

doesn’t have to be too big and can be anywhere in NZ. Failing that, it could be a silver birch stand, or even an 

area of birches. I’m trying to find a source that may know where I could find such a thing – any ideas? Kim 

Sinclair (Kimsin1@me.com, www.kimsinclair.com)  

http://www.mpi.govt.nz/Default.aspx?TabId=126&id=1823
http://www.westpac.co.nz/who-we-are/sustainability-and-community/contributing-to-our-communities/inspiring-leadership/women-of-influence/
mailto:Kimsin1@me.com
http://www.kimsinclair.com/
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NEWS FROM COMMONWEALTH FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 

Commonwealth Games photographic competition 

 

The Commonwealth Forestry Association in partnership with the Commonwealth Games 2014 Glasgow is 

pleased to announce the launch the Commonwealth Games Photographic Competition to show the diversity of 

forests throughout the Commonwealth. The competition is open to everyone, and the 25 best photographs will 

be exhibited in Glasgow during the Games and will also feature on the official Commonwealth Games website. 

In addition, the photographer who takes the best photo as judged by our independent panel will win a Nikon 

D3100 digital SLR camera. Photographs can depict any aspect of trees, woodlands or forests but we are 

particularly keen to see images of how people use forests – for production of wood, collection of NTFPs, as an 

educational resource, for recreation, or any other use you can think of. Please send your photos to cfa@cfa-

international.org. The competition will close on 31 December 2013.  

CFA Queen’s Award for Forestry 

Nominations can now be made for the Commonwealth Forestry Association Queen’s Award for Forestry, the 

CFA’s premier award which is widely recognised as one of the most prestigious awards in forestry. The purpose 

of the Award, which comprises a cash prize and a travel grant to the combined value of £2000, is both to 

recognise the achievements and support the future work of an outstanding mid-career forester. The recipient will 

be the individual who the Selection Committee considers combines exceptional contributions to forestry with an 

innovative approach to his or her work. 

The Association, which has responsibility for selecting and evaluating candidates, will agree a travel programme 

in conjunction with the winner that will maximise the benefits to the winner, the hosts and the Association. The 

successful candidate will be expected to deliver a lecture upon return describing his or her experiences and 

lessons learned. Consideration for the Queen’s Award for Forestry follows nomination by two proposers, i.e. not 

application by the individual. These nominations must be sent to the person below and must include name, age, 

position of the nominee, plus a short statement of up to 200 words outlining why the individual has been 

nominated. 

CFA NZ Section Chair Peter Berg will forward nominations – peter@bergforests.co.nz. Previous winners of the 

Awards are John Turnbull (Australia), SN Rai (India), Yemi Katerere (Zimbabwe), Thang Hooi Chiew 

(Malaysia), VK Bahuguna (India), Jerry Vanclay (Australia), Steve Bass (UK), Bentval Ravindra Prabhu 

(India), Shashi Kant (Canada), Jolanda Roux (South Africa). The Award is open to all citizens of 

Commonwealth countries, although in the event of a tie priority will be given to a member of the CFA. 

MobileTECH SUMMIT 2013 

As a Supporting Organisation, NZIF members receive a 10% discount off the registration rate of this event held 

on 7-8 August 2013. To receive this discount online, members need to select “Supporting Organisation 

Member” and enter the special code "20nzif". This is a unique code available to your members.  

Mobile Technology a Key to Primary Industry Growth 

NZ primary industries have built a strong international reputation for innovation, product development and 

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/digital-cameras/slr/consumer/d3100
http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/digital-cameras/slr/consumer/d3100
mailto:cfa@cfa-international.org
mailto:cfa@cfa-international.org
mailto:peter@bergforests.co.nz
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forward thinking. While these characteristics are still strong, emerging new tools t to improve productivity and 

efficiencies within each industry are mobile communications technologies. Mobile is the new buzz word within 

the primary sector - and for good reason. Mobile technologies are offering a true leap forward in how businesses 

operate and remain competitive within the fast-paced global marketplace.  

Over the past week, as the Government looks to auction off radio spectrum for 4G mobile services, Federated 

Farmers have strongly recommended that these new high speed networks should also be rolled out to rural areas. 

A wide range of primary industry businesses would benefit from faster data speeds in running their day to day 

operations. Recent research shows a staggering seventy-three per cent of Kiwis don't leave home without their 

smartphones, forty per cent are using their phones to go online more than three times a day and NZ’s personal 

mobile internet use had doubled in the past three years. A new Australian report from CSIRO has also just been 

released highlighting how farmers can increase their productivity through new smart farming technologies 

enabled by next generation data networks. 

There are a wide range of exciting developments in mobile technologies for the sector - new tools in data 

collection, remote sensing, inventory management, transport scheduling, fleet management and 

communications. Improving communication networks, the use of cloud computing, better harnessing of machine 

to machine systems, wireless monitoring, enhanced quality satellite imagery and the integration of smart phones 

into businesses are all integral to these new developments. 

Advancements being made within each industry are also being replicated across all major primary industries. 

Waves of new innovations are being developed and productivity gains for businesses are being offered through 

new mobile communications technologies. It makes good sense, to learn from each other. 

A new event, MobileTECH Summit 2013, is coming to Wellington in August. Leaders from the dairy, meat and 

wool, horticulture, forestry and fisheries are joining with researchers, policy makers and suppliers of mobile 

technologies in this inaugural two day summit. The goal of MobileTECH Summit 2013 is to bring NZ’s major 

primary industries together, to hear how mobile technologies are being used, how they can be integrated within 

your own business and what opportunities are open to you in the near future. 

“We have managed to pull together an exciting programme featuring the best and brightest within the sector. We 

are excited about this event and astounded with the support,” said Ken Wilson, the event’s programme manager 

from CONNEX: Event Innovators.  

There is a wide range of speakers presenting at the event, including; Mobile Mentor, Ministry for Primary 

Industries, Alcatel-Lucent, Mogeo, FarmIQ, Eagle Technology, GPS-it, Hawkeye UAV, GeoSystems, Aerial 

Surveys, AgResearch, IrrigationNZ, Lindsay International, ECONZ, SST Software Australia, TreeMetrics, 

RFID Pathfinder Group and HITLabNZ. 

“The focus on mobile technologies seems to have really hit a nerve with the sector and interest in the 

programme is flooding in, “Mr Wilson said. “With only one month to go, this event is quickly selling out and it 

is highly recommended to book early avoid disappointment.” 

Further details including the full programme and registration details can now be found on the event website, 

www.mobiletechevents.com. 

Back to Contents 

CALENDAR 

The events in this calendar have come from a range of sources and no responsibility can be taken for errors. Contact the 

organisers to check times, locations, costs etc. New events are marked in moss green. 

July 2013  

Thur 4 – Fri 5 July Biochar Workshop 2013, L.M.Lowe@massey.ac.nz 

http://www.eiseverywhere.com/emarketing/go.php?i=71724&e=YW0ubWNld2VuQHh0cmEuY28ubno=&l=http://www.mobiletechevents.com/
mailto:L.M.Lowe@massey.ac.nz
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Tue 9 –  

Wed 10 July 
Valuing Nature Conference, Wellington, www.valuingnature.org.nz 

Wed 10 July Forest management in Sweden talk, School of Forestry, Christchurch, 

yannina.whiteley@xtra.co.nz 

Thur 11 July NZDFI Annual Project meeting, Blenheim, maree@mrc.org.nz 

Thur 11 July NZIAHS Biosecurity Forum – for Auckland section, secretariat@agscience.org.nz 

Mon 15 July NZ session on Australia’s illegal logging legislation, Wellington, 

illegallogging@daff.gov.au 

Tue 16 July NZ session on Australia’s illegal logging legislation, Rotorua, illegallogging@daff.gov.au 

Tue 16 July SNI section meeting, jon.dey@forme.co.nz 

Wed 17 July NZ session on Australia’s illegal logging legislation, Dunedin, illegallogging@daff.gov.au 

Wed 17 July Canterbury section meeting, yannina.whiteley@xtra.co.nz 

August 2013  

7-8 MobileTech Summit, Wellington. http://www.mobiletechevents.com/index  

Sun 25 – Thur 29 2014 IUFRO Forest Tree Breeding Conference, Prague, truchla@guarant.cz 

October 2013  

Tue 15 – Fri 18  Forest sector modelling conference – Norway, fsm2013@umb.no 
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